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Abstract: 


San Basilio de Palenque is a Corriegmeinto in the Municipality of Mahates in Bolivar. This 
UNESCO World Heritage Site of around 3500 people is known for being the first free land in the 
new world. Founded by Benkos Bioho and a small group of runaway salves San Basilio de 
Palenque continues to maintain a culture unlike anywhere else on Earth. They practice their 
own Palenquera language, traditional medicine, and musical style along with various other 
traditions that their ancestors brought with them from Africa. Today it has become a national 
and international tourist destination for ethnotourism as well as a prideful community with 
influence ranging across the entire world.  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Disclaimer: 


The information contained in this report has been acquired through first hand sources including 
interviews, conversations, and observations over the course of a three month period from 
October 22, 2017 until January 31, 2018. Although it has been collected carefully and cross 
referenced there still may be information that is not complete or in need of update. Furthermore 
it has been collected entirely in Spanish and translated to English thus increasing the risk of 
miscommunicated information. This report will be updated with new and more accurate 
information and opportunities as needed with the intention of creating a finalized report in the 
fall of 2019. 


The contents of this report are mine personally and do not reflect any position of the U.S. 
Government or the Peace Corps. 
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Executive Summary  
San Basilio de Palenque is a corriegmeinto in the municipality of Mahates, Bolivar. Located about 60km 
from Cartagena Palenque is most well known for being the first free land in all of the Americas as it was 
founded by thirty-eight to forty runaway slaves in 1603 and to this day continues to exhibit a culture with 
intensive West African influence. They have their own language, rituals, cuisine and musical style that 
has called national and international attention to this small village of less than 3500 people. 


Although officially part of the city of Mahates, San Basilio de Palenque for the most part maintains 
political autonomy through La Junta Directiva del Consejo Comunitario which is a group of thirteen 
elected officials that run together as a team every four years. This governing body has the maximum 
legislative authority in Palenque as a result of Law 70 in Colombia that gives Afrocolombian communities 
the right to govern and appropriate their own public funds. In addition the Guardia Cimarrona serves as 
the public protectors of the community replacing the green national police of Colombia. They are 
responsible for protecting the community and mediating disputes, and are composed of elderly, 
respected community members. 


Public education in Palenque consists of one primary and one secondary school. Students in their final 
two years of school (10th and 11th) finish with a technical project that is linked with a SENA course 
(Articulación  con la Media). In addition each class in secondary school has a theme tied to Palenquero 
culture which is used a method to conserve the language and traditions. There is a need for financial 
education in the schools both personal and business related as this is something that is taught formally 
or informally as part of the culture. 


Sports are a big part of the history and culture of San Basilio de Palenque. World champion boxer 
Antonio Cervantes Reyes “Kid Pambelé” brought the international spotlight to Palenque in 1972 when he 
won his first world championship title. Since Pambelé there have been many great boxers to come out of 
Palenque. To this day one of the finest physical assets Palenque has to offer is a boxing gym with daily 
government funded classes which has become a great place for kids to not only learn boxing but life 
skills as well. 


The economy in Palenque is primarily comprised of dairy, agriculture, dulces, and tourism. The majority 
of the jobs are informal although there are a few legalized tourism businesses and family run stores. 
Financial institutions do not exist in Palenque including banks and ATMs therefor anyone looking for 
access to capital or basic banking services must go to Arjona, Turbaco, or Cartagena. Due to the relative 
proximity to Cartagena many Palenqueros go to the city to seek out economic opportunities and higher 
education including university and SENA programs. There are some that make the commute daily 
however due to the time and cost of travel many end of living in Cartagena which has resulted in the 
creation of Palenquero communities in the neighborhoods of San Francisco and San Fernando. 


With the UNESCO World Heritage Site designation in 2005 San Basilio de Palenque has seen a growth in 
tourism which has served as an economic stimulant. With the proper organization, structure, and 
business savvy there is uncapped potential for continued and sustained growth in this sector that can 
provide increased income for every business owner in Palenque. This also provides an opportunity to 
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keep steady service jobs in the community and reverse the trend of brain drain that is so common in 
small communities.


This report is formatted with findings, direct interviews, and opportunities that serve to provide analysis 
and recommendations based on the information that has been observed. 
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Methodology  
The information expressed in this analysis has be gathered through first hand observation, 
conversations, and formal interviews during my three month observation period living in San Basilio de 
Palenque from October 22, 2017 to January 31, 2018. It has been focused around Asset-Based 
Community-Development methodology focusing on what exists already in the community and the 
successes that have been had. During this time period I attended many events to get a diverse 
understanding of the different groups that exist within the community. Furthermore I was able to pass 
some of the most important holidays here to get an understanding of the changes the community goes 
through during the holiday season. 


My first and probably best mode of integration thus far has come from my time with the community 
basketball team. Due to my technical knowledge and experience with the sport the team here asked me 
to coach and play with them during there league in San Juan. From this experience I was able to create 
relationships with men of all ages ranging from teens to late forties involved in various different circles in 
the community.


Another great source of information for me was the La Junta Directiva del Consejo Comunitario 
meetings. They are open to all members of the community and occur two or three times a week. I used 
this as an opportunity to introduce myself to many prominent members of the community. In addition  I 
gathered valuable information about the community and learned about the problems and goals at the 
forefront of the community. I was able to create relationships with community leaders and learn about 
the respective projects each of them have in their sector of influence. Furthermore I happened to arrive 
during the heat of election season and was able to watch the three different planchas (teams) campaign 
and go through the election process. Although tensions were high during this time, I was grateful to see 
a peaceful transfer of power and learn about the ambitions of the newly elected consejo (council). 


Upon arrival to my site the academic year was coming to a close as students and teachers were 
wrapping up their classes. After a few initial meetings with faculty and staff I became a frequent observer 
in the classroom. I went with students various times to the farm where they had been working on their 
technical project. From this I not only learned about the day to day life in school but also gained insight 
to the goals and motivations of the students. I also have developed a strong working relationship with 
the principle and a few of the teachers and SENA instructors that work in the secondary school Benkos 
Bioho. 


Due to the amount of international tourism and lack of English speaking tour guides I have become an 
asset to many of the tour guides here in Palenque as a translator. This has been an incredible learning 
experience as I am able to learn, relearn and repeat the history and current day stories of Palenque. 
Each tour guide offers their own unique tour and by translating each of these tours more than once I 
have been able to put together a holistic story of Palenque verifying each story against each guide, 
discerning fact from fiction. 


Along with my experiences with these more formal organizations, institutions and associations I have 
spent many days walking around the community getting to know some of the more informal social 
groups. This includes elderly men always found outside on their porch drinking gnique, men that play 
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dominos, women that sell dulces, tienda owners, kids that play soccer, boxing classes, and moto 
drivers. I have gathered my information from a very grass roots level keeping track of questions asked 
and re-asking questions in an attempt to get the most accurate responses. 


My formal interview format was based on developing appreciative interviews, focusing on past 
successes and community stories that show the accomplishments in the community. I gave each 
interviewee a day to prepare and gave them insight into what the focus of the interview would be. 
Although the majority of the questions were created a head of time I let the interviews take a natural 
course into the things that I found to be high points of pride.  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Findings   

History  
Founded in 1604 by a group of 38-40 runaway slaves from various regions of Western Africa, San Basilio 
de Palenque is known as the first liberated land in all of the Americas. Lead by their founder Domingo 
Benkos Bioho this group of slaves fled the horrors of slavery and made refuge about 50km outside of 
Cartagena in a valley surrounded by mountains. This strategic location along with various tools they 
developed helped them successfully fight off the Spanish. The name Palenque comes from the wooden 
planks that the early refugees used to build fences while chopping down trees to clear the land. 
Although there were other Palenques that formed during this time, San Basilio was the only one able to 
successfully fend off the Spaniards until a peace accord was singed in 1624, making it the first safe 
haven for Africans in the New World. Throughout the Americas there are other such communities known 
as maroons of self liberated Africans in Brazil, Haiti, and Mexico . 


Many of the important tools utilized to fight off the Spanish are still very prevalent in the culture today. 
One being the Palenquera language. It was a common practice for the European slave trader to 
intentionally mix up Africans from different regions in order to prevent them from being able to 
communicate and create an active resistance movement. In order to counter this the Palenqueros 
developed their own language out of a mix of English, Spanish, Portuguese and Bantus African. 
Additionally they strategically placed guards on the mountains to keep watch for the attacking Spaniards 
and used drums to alert the village before their arrival. In addition the Palenqueras would create maps 
out of the the braids (trenzas) in women's hair to help them navigate the dense jungles and find 
Palenque with leaving any evidence for the Spaniards to find. 


After years of unsuccessful invasions the Spanish and Palenqueros came together to sign a peace 
accord. The agreement was that San Basilio de Palenque would be a land free of slavery however the 
Palenqueros would have to agree to end their raids into Cartagena to rescue slaves. In addition the 
Palenqueros would be given European names and agree to give their allegiance to the Catholic Church 
(although only in name). With the help of lawyer and priest Saint Basilio the Palenqueros received their 
liberty from the Spaniards but not without loss. Benkos Bioho was invited to Cartagena by the Spanish 
as part of the agreement where he was eventually murdered and mutilated by the Spanish who put parts 
of his body around the city as a warning to slaves thinking of escape. 


Like most of this region known as the Mountains of Maria San Basilio de Palenque has been affected by 
the terrible violence that has swept through this country. In 2001 a paramilitary group came through 
Palenque and shot and killed three young adult males playing pool. 


Geography  
San Basilio de Palenque is a correigmiento of Mahates in the department of Bolivar 60km south of the 
capital Cartagena de Las Indias. Located 10 degrees north of the equator and 270 feet above sea level 
San Basilio de Palenque is hot year round with average ranging from 86-95℉ and a rainy season ranging 
from July to November. San Basilio de Palenque is located in a valley of the Montes de Maria and has a 
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river that flows through the pueblo. Up until the mid to late seventies this was the only source of water in 
Palenque. The nearby mountains are used as farm some for the cultivation of crops and dairy farms. 


San Basilio de Palenque is comprised of two major neighborhoods that are split in the geographic 
middle. Barrio Abajo includes the main entrance and plaza of Palenque. Within Barrio Abajo there 
various neighborhood Chopacho, Almendro, Truncona, San Antonio, Junche and Invacion. Barrio Arriba 
is comprised of la Plazita, la Olla, Entra Si Quieres, El Culo de La Mula, Calle de Los Casseres, La 
Bongita, and Barrio Chino. Barrio Arriba has two distinct communities of indigenous and displaced 
people which are some of the most poor communities in town.


Within each community there are Kuagro, sections of houses close in distance that act almost as 
extended family. In these Kuagro’s community members take care of when another when someone is 
sick, help around the others house when asked, spend lots of time together, share tools and household 
items and meals. This is part of the sentiment that makes San Basilio de Palenque more than a village 
but a family community. 


Transportation  
The entrance into Palenque is a 7km paved road from the main highway. From early in the morning until 
sundown motorcycle drivers can be found waiting at the junction of the highway and entrance offering 
rides for 3.000 COP pesos into Palenque. In addition there is a Palenque bus that leaves each morning 
at 4:00AM headed for Cartagena. This bus ride is about an hour and fifteen minutes with a final 
destination of the Terminal de Transporte in the south of Cartagena. The bus then returns to Palenque 
and leaves for its second and final trip to Cartagena leaving around 12:30pm. Finally it leaves around 
3:00pm making it back to Palenque a little after 4:00pm each day. Although this is the only bus that will 
enter and exit the pueblo there are many more headed to Cartagena that will pass by the entrance of the 
Palenque each days. Rapido el Carmen, San Jacinto, San Juan, and Mahates are all busses from towns 
south of Palenque heading to Cartagena and therefor will pass Palenque multiple time per day. Prices for 
these buses range from 5.000 COP Pesos to 15.000 COP pesos depending on the quality of bus, time of 
day, and time of year. 


Travelers headed to Barranquilla from Palenque have three routes available. One is to take a bus going 
north to San Jacinto, San Juan or El Carmen. From there the passenger will get off the buss at the 
Luduraco (the main junction between Bolivar and Atlantico) and wait for busses heading up the Oreintal 
to Barranquilla. The other two routes require going into Cartagena. For those looking to get to the 
Terminal of Transportation in Soledad (south of Barranquilla) they can take a bus direct from the terminal 
in Cartagena that will cost 12.00-15.000 COP pesos. Those looking to arrive in the north of Barranquilla 
can take a Berlina buss called Via al Mar that leaves from the north of Cartagena. 


Transportation within Palenque is limited for the most part to horses and motorcycles. Although there are 
occasional cars seen in the pueblo they usually belong tourist companies or visitors. Aside from the 7km 
road connecting the Palenque to the highway there are not any paved roads. Therefor during the rainy 
season getting around can be quite difficult due to the amount of mud in the roads. Many of the farmers 
use horses and donkey to get into the mountains where the farming takes place.  
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Political Organization 
As a correigmiento of Mahates San Basilio de Palenque is under the political jurisdiction of the mayors 
office however because of Ley 70 in Colombia that grants Afrocolombian communities the ability to self 
govern most affairs are handled internally through La Junta Directiva del Consejo Communtario. This 
democratically elected group of thirteen official runs every four years with the most recent election being 
December, 10, 2017. Each community member that has lived in Palenque more than four years over the 
age of 18 is allowed to vote. Positions include Presidents, Vice President, Head of Finance, Head of 
Health, Head of Development, Head of Education, Head of Culture, Head of Sports, Head of Security, 
Legal Representative, Protection of the Environment, Secretary, and Head of Youth. Each elected official 
is responsible carrying out the projects that the community wants in each of there respected position. In 
addition each member has a team of delegated members to help complete the projects they undertake. 
The group has a Facebook page that is used to alert the community about upcoming events and 
meetings. 


Interview with Afro Neto Part 1 Consejo Comunitario   

I- Gracias por aceptar esta invitación de entrevista, puedes decir tu nombre completo, edad y que haces 
aquí en Palenque?  
I-Thank you for accepting this invitation to interview, can you say your full name, age and what you do 
here in Palenque? 
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A- Bueno mi nombre es Andre Andes Padilla Julio. Soy musico en la comunidad, también soy director de 
la agrupación Kombilesa Mi, también soy creador RFP Rap Folklórico Palenquero. Que son un grupo 
musical  que ayuda la comunidad con ayuda de los compañeros del grupo. También soy Consejero de la 
Identidad y Cultura del Consejo Comunitario Ma Kankamana de San Basilio de Palenque. Soy líder joven 
en Palenque.  
A- Well my name is Andris Padilla Julio. I am a musician in the community, I am also the director of the 
group Kolmbilesa Mi, also I am the creator of RFP Rap Folklórico Palenquero. Who is a group musical 
group whose members help the community. I am also the councilmen of Identity and Culture for the 
Community Council Ma Kankamana of San Basilio de Palenque. I am a young leader in Palenque.  

I- Pero tienes apodo también si? 
I- But you have a nickname too right?  

A- Si claro, tengo mucho apodos pero realmente estoy mas conocido como Afro Neto. 
A- Yes of course, I have many nicknames but really I am most known as Afro Neto.  

I-Si he visto este nombre en todo la comunidad.  
I- Yes I have seen this name all over the community (on many of the murals).  

*skipping until further discussion about the community council to follow interview in order skip to page. * 

I- Ok ahora quiero cambiar y hablar sobre el Consejo Comunitario. Que es tu posición and que haces en 
este posición? 
I- Okay now I want to change and speak about the Community Council. What is your position and what 
do you do in this position?  

A-Bueno el Consejo Comunitario si queda la máximum autoridad territorio es encarga la verdad a trabajar 
en la desarrollo de la comunidad  
A- Well the Community council has the maximum territorial authority it is in charge truly to work in the 
development of the community.  

I- En total hay trece posiciones si? 
I- In all there are 13 positions right? 

A- Si todos aspectos porque hay different consejos. Por ejemplo soy consejero de Identidad de Cultural. 
En mi trabajo es velar y trabajar en pro de mantener esa identidad y esa cultural que nosotros hoy 
preservar hacer acciones planes y proyectos que con llevan a fortalecimiento era misma y  avingacion la 
misma. Por ejemplo Soy Afroin hace parte de eso, porque yo como consejo de comunitario tengo la 
propuesta de realizar fiestas, festivales, ferias en pro de la salva guardia ya. Cuando yo veo algo un 
muchacho cantando una escenario tocando que los influencia yo lo invito a que sigan trabajando incluso 
este espacio también trabajo con niño, niña, con los que tienes ver con los peinados traditional la danza 
la mustia la lengua, porque son la responsad me tocan en todos los eventos que hacemos son muy 
planeacionado y musical transiitio cultural por eso porque queremos mantener la cultural de san Basilio 
de Palenque  
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A- Yes in total aspects because we have different councilmen. For example I am the councilman for 
identity and culture. My job is to ensure and work in support of maintaining this identity and this culture 
that we today preserve, making action plans and projects that bring strength at the same time. For 
example Afroin is part of this because I as council of the community I have the objective to create 
celebrations, festivales, fairs in order to safeguard the culture. When I see someone, a man singing about 
a scene, playing music that Palenqueros have influenced I invite him to continue working in this space. I 
also work with the boys, the girls that you see with the traditional hairstyles in music, dance, language, 
because this is the responsibility they have given me in all the events that we do are well planned and 
shares the music culture across sites. Because of this we want to maintain the culture of Palenque.  

I-Que son las metas en tu posición durante el cuatro anos?   
I-What are the goals in your position during the next 4 years?  

A-Tenemos varios metas , uno es para crea en la bandera de Palenque un escudo que lo represente a 
Palenque. Que cuando la gente lo vea que sepa Palenque. Entonces aun cuenta con lo tiene escudo y 
que representación muy grande de Benkos en que identifique en una sola imagen…. Otra meta que sea 
identifique o reconozca como Palenquero. Hay personas que le dar pena para decir “yo soy Palenquero” 
para la tema de racismo cuando salgan afuera Cartagena, Barranquilla, estamos trabajado y lunchando 
para cambiar estas personas para ser orgulloso sobre Palenque…  
A- We have many goals one is to create in the flag of Palenque a shield that will represent Palenque. For 
when the people see it they will know Palenque. So it will have a shield and will be the representation 
with the great Benkos that will identify Palenque in a single image… Another goal will be to identify and 
recognize as Palenqueros. There are people that are ashamed to say “I am Palenquero” because of 
racism when they leave for Cartagena, Barranquilla, we are working and fighting to change there people 
to be proud about Palenque.  

The rest of the interview will continue as a summary in English. 


Andris continued to talk about the importance of sharing information about the history and culture of 
what it means to be black so that people will be proud of their roots. This information is shared through 
the traditional and customary events that take place in Palenque like the Afroin event that he described 
as one of his early successes in his less than two months as part of the community council. This is such 
as great success because there were artists that came from all over Colombia, Santa Marta, Medellin, 
Cali among others and this is a great way to achieve his goal by spreading the culture of Palenque to 
other regions of the country through the music. Furthermore it was an event that celebrate the pride of 
being from Africa and recognizes all of the African influence that exists throughout Colombia. 
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Utilities  
Water and power outages are frequent in San Basilio de Palenque. The power is controlled by Electre 
Caribe and goes out during heavy rain, during reparation, and often seemingly without reason. However 
the community believes that it is often intentionally shut off due to a surplus of delinquent and unpaid 
electric bills. This is because there is not sufficient infrastructure to only turn off the power of the 
individual houses that haven't paid their bills. As a a result their is social pressure within the community 
to pay the bills although it is not possible to know who is paying and who isn’t. Without any individual 
accountable  many of the bills continue to go unpaid and the seemingly random power outages 
continue. 

On average there is access to running water about 3 times a week from the midmorning until the 
evening. When the faucets are connected to water members of the community generally open all outlets 
and fill up large containers of water to use for when the water is shutoff. In addition there are many 
people who continue to use the arroyo (river) as a place to bath and wash clothing. The water in the 
community comes from a deep well in-between the pueblo and the main highway. 


Culture 
San Basilio de Palenque is a pueblo known for culture and tradition originally brought over from the 
founders on slave ships in the early 1600s. As the story goes the founders were given direction and 
special powers from their African Gods to keep their traditions alive on their treacherous journey across 
the Atlantic Ocean from the West Africa to the city of Cartagena. These slaves risked everything to 
escape their oppressors and keep their culture alive. To this day the cultural African roots remain 
incredibly important in the daily lives of the Palenqueros. 


Music  
The traditions of the African drums (tambores) remains an integral part of the Palenquero culture. These 
drums were initially used as a tool during the fight for freedom to alert the people to prepare for battle 
upon the arrival of their Spanish oppressors. Today they are used in the many different types of music 
that comes out of Palenque including The Sexteto  Tabala, Kombalesa Mi, Son Palenque and many 
others. They are also known for their influence in the creation of Champeta which very popular on the 
Caribbean Coast of Colombia is said to have originated in Palenque. 


The music, like the rest of the culture, is passed on from generation to generation through various 
methods. One way is directly through teaching students how to play typical instruments such as the 
Merimbula, Alegria, Maracas and other percussion instruments. Another way musical culture is passed 
down is through musical groups. The Sexteto  Tabalala, a group that is world renowned and has played 
all around the world across the USA, Canada, Denmark, Spain, Cuba, in Central and South America, has 
been through six generations of musicians. Although they keep the same foundation they have been 
changing members of the group for over sixty years. The groups leader, the master Raphael Cassiani 
Cassiani is a leader in the music community and continues to tell his success story daily to tourists. One 
of the most interesting parts of his story is that he never learned to read or write therefor he has 
memorized all of his music and is ready to preform at any given time even at the age of 84. 
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Another more modern take of Palenquero music comes from the Folkloric Rap Group Kombilesa Mi. The 
name of this group translates to my friends in Palenquero and was created with a few main goals. One 
being to conserve the Palenquera language by using it in their songs. Another is to tell the story of what 
it means to be a Palenquero in this day in age. The following excerpt is a continuation of the previous 
interview with Andris Andes Padilla Julio who addition in to being councilman for identity and culture is 
also the director of Kombilesa Mi. 


Interview With Afro Neto Part 2 Music 

“Musica que sale de la corazón tiene mas pesas” -Andris Padilla Julio “Afro Neto”  

The interview started with the history of the group. Kombilesa Mi was born in Palenque the 20th of July, 
2011. From a group of more than 20 people that united from members of other groups. Afro Neto 
created the collective name as Kombilesa Mi (meaning my friend) and from there they started to work. 
Now they are only nine as others have had to leave the cities or decided to start their own groups or are 
solo artists. He explained that they are more than a musical group because they have goals. One of their 
most important goals is to maintain the tradition of Palenque especially the traditional language of 
Palenque and to teach the world to know and understand Palenque through the music. They do this by 
singing and rapping in Palenquero hoping that the community will return to it roots and increase the use 
of the traditional language.  Another goal is to win a Latin Grammy because for every musical group in 
Latin America this is a goal and with blessings he hopes that they will. Those are only some of the goals 
they have and because of these dreams they consider themselves to be more than a musical group but 
a method of cultural preservation. 


They have had many successes including traveling and playing with other musical groups throughout 
Colombia and to other countries. They had two nominations for in 2016 as best new artist and best  
independent artist at the SHOCK awards in Bogota that has featured world famous Colombian artists 
including Choquitown, J Balvin, Carlos Vives, and Silvestre among others. Another big success they had 
was preforming in Santa Marta at a music festival that featured many of the same prominent Colombian 
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artists. They also went to the Smithsonian in Washington D.C to share there experiences and the 
Palenquero culture. Last year they performed in Panama and have been invited again this year where 
they look forward to playing their music. 


Palenque is a village that has been known for its music for many generations, therefor Kombilesa Mi has 
been fortunate enough to have many influences. As far as women in the music community Afro 
mentioned Graciela Salgado a great singer and drummer among five another well known in the 
community for there success in music. He then went on to mention the men that have influenced his 
music starting with Raphael Cassiani Cassiani who has strengthened the musical community through his 
success with the Sexteto Tabala and work with youth. He also described the importance that Justo 
Valdez has had in the community with his group Son Palenque among many many more. 


He concluded this part of the interview explaining that they are working for the traditions they have with 
the traditional instruments that they make here Merimbula, Algeria, maracas, tambores, in the language 
they have here and the life here. They don’t rap about cars or airplanes but about the community what 
really exists and because of that he says the music comes from their heart and have more weight.


Food  
The food found in Palenque is very similar to that of the rest of the Caribbean Coast of Colombia. Rice, 
yuca, ñame, and corn make up the major of the cultivated crops and food. Proteins including fish, such 
as Bocachico and Mojarra, pork, chicken and beef usually accompany most meals . Sancochos 
(Colombian soups) are also very common and usually cooked in large quantities patios over open fires. 
However there are recipes unique to Palenque….. Further more Palenqueros are most famously known 
in Colombia for there sweets called alegrias made of coconut, papaya, sugar and panela. 


Religion  
As part of the peace accord signed with the Spanish in 1624 the Palenqueros agreed to be a Catholic 
pueblo. However aside from having a Catholic Church there is not a ton of Catholic sentiment. The 
Palenqueros pridefully continue to put their faith in the African Gods Chango, El Awa, Ochun, and 
Oricha. Their religious beliefs teach that there are three worlds, the one we live in, the one under the 
water, and the one more over there (where people go after they leave this one).  Moreover they practice 
African rituals such as the Lumbalo which is a nine night funeral ceremony that follows the immediately 
after the passing of a Palenquero. During this ceremony the women will mourn the dead dancing and 
crying around the body all through the night. They wait with the body until a friend or family member that 
has already passed guides them into the next world. Upon arrival to Palenque there is a cemetery where 
the dead are put in cement tombs above the ground. 


Language  
The Palenquera language is an integral part to the history and current day culture in Palenque. This 
language that was created a way to unify the early Palenqueros against their oppressors still exists today 
and is spoken by more than half of the Palenqueros today. It is a mix of Portuguese, Spanish, English, 
and Bantú. Throughout the years as Palenqueros have left the pueblo in search of work and the 
percentage of Palenqueros that speak the language has diminished. Although originally taught in the 
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households there are now classes in both the primary and secondary schools to ensure that it is not lost. 
The success of these recent efforts is shown by the adolescent generation that continues to practice the 
language and spread it through their music of Kombalesa Mi. 


Traditional Medicine  
Another important aspect of the culture that the initial founders brought to Palenque from Africa is their 
practice and use of traditional medicine. The use of traditional medicine and healing chants has been 
passed down from generation to generation and it is said that these healers can cure and prevent 
sickness without touching their patients. Although there is a center for health that uses modern medical 
practices many of the Palenqueros continue to follow the practices of their traditional medicine using 
only local plants and chants to aid in their recovery. The healer Rosalina is known in Palenque for her 
abilities to heal as it is said that she posses the abilities passed down from her ancestors. 


In addition to traditional medicine there is also a sugar based rum that is made in Palenque called 
gnique. This is made in the backyards of some of the houses and sells for 2.000 COP per bottle ($0.66). 
Many of the Palenqueros choose to drink this rum with aromatic herbs and sticks inside the bottle that 
add flavor and medicinal properties. 


Social Environment  
The social environment is very important in San Basilio de Palenque as it is a relationship based culture 
that considers itself a family community.


Education  
There are two public schools in Palenque, one primary for grades 1-5 and a secondary school for grades 
6-11. Both are named Institucion Educativa Tecnica Agropecuaria Benkos Bioho San Basilio de 
Palenque (The Technical Educational Institution of Agriculture) after their leader and founder. The school 
year follows the calendar year starting in late January going until late November with large breaks in the 
summer months June and July along with the many many holidays. Students start class at 7am and 
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finish around 1 sometimes longer and sometimes shorter depending on the heat. These schools have 
classes in math, history, science, physical education, and language including Spanish, English and 
Palenquera. In addition all classes have a focus in the Palenquera culture.


 Before graduating the students have the opportunity to complete a technical course focused on the 
agricultural found in Palenque. This class is tied in with the governmental educational organization SENA 
and those that complete the course receive a certificate from SENA in environmental protection or 
agriculture. The most recent group of students created two gardens one with lettuce, cilantro, tomato, 
cucumber, bell peppers, basil, and other cooking herbs while the other was made of the traditional 
medicines that Palenqueros have been using since founding. The seeds for this garden were donated by 
an organization from Medellin that works to aid poor communities and comes occasionally to check on 
the progress of their donations in order to decide if they should continue to support the school. Thus far 
the garden has been a success and produced many crops. 


 Although there are not any opportunities for higher education in Palenque many public institutions 
including SENA offer special assistance through affirmative action as part of Law 70 for the development 
of Afrocolombian communities. For this reason many Palenqueros leave to nearby Cartagena, 
Barranquilla, or other large Colombian cities to attend university. Although many hope to return to 
Palenque to work it just is not feasible due to the lack of professional level jobs in the community. This 
results in brain drain as many of the more educated individuals leave Palenque and are unable t aid in 
the economic development.    


Opportunity in the School

The 2017 school year ended with a successful pilot of an agricultural project in which students created a 
garden with many vegetables and herbs. However the class that the students were in only focused on 
growing and cultivating the plants and not how to make a living from them. This provides an opportunity 
to add technical training and classes in entrepreneurship so the students can make a business out of the 
products they so carefully cultivated. This class will have many facets focusing on marketing, sales, 
distribution, and financial management. Students will learn about the distribution channels that they have 
access to in order to sell these products. They 
will also receive classes in basic marketing and 
sales skills in order to maximize the perceived 
value of their products. Finally the class will 
involve lessons in both business finance and 
personal finance which will introduce the idea of 
expenses and costs in order to create budgets. 
The idea of this class is not that every student will 
create a business from the garden used by the 
school but that they will take away knowledge to 
create a business out of any product or service 
they can offer in their future. 
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Holidays  
Like everywhere on the Caribbean Coast of Colombia holidays are very frequent and important in San 
Basilio de Palenque. The year starts off with New Years celebrations that continue for the rest of the 
week as Las Fiestas de Palenque. During this time from the first of January until the fourth the 
population of the pueblo triples with friends and family visiting from all over the country as well as from 
Venezuela. Each night of these fiestas is celebrated with a different Picó, which is a concert given by 
local DJs. In 2018 the cost to enter the concert ranged from 20-25mil COP (≈ $7-8 USD) depending on 
the night and artist playing. In order to accommodate the population size vendors from the surrounding 
areas come to Palenque to sell various types of street food including salichipapas, papa rellanos, fried 
chicken and more. The 20th of January is celebrated each year as the Dia de la Moja for the celebration 
of San Sebastian. On this day, and the few leading up to it Palenqueros carry buckets of water with them 
and throwing water at each other. Another important holiday is the patron saint celebrations in late June 
in honor San Basilio de Palenque. These four days are celebrated with corralejas (running of the bulls), 
music, dancing and cultural celebrations. This holiday brings in many Colombians from nearby pueblos 

However San Basilio de Palenque is most well known for its Festival of drums and cultural expressions 
that is held every year in mid October. This festival draws international audiences, dancers, and 
musicians focusing on the importance of the drums and African culture. 2017 was the 32nd annual 
celebration of this holiday that has continued to grow and gain international attention since its birth in 
1985.


 
Sports 
Sports are very important in Palenque particularly boxing, soccer, and 
basketball. San Basilio de Palenque is known all over Colombia for 
the world champion boxers it has produced. Beginning with Antonio 
Cervantes Reyes “Kid Pambele” who was Colombias first world 
champion boxer winning winning at the junior welter weight division in 
1972 through 1980. After winning his initial title Kid Pambele asked 
the Colombian president at the time to put electricity and a main road 
connecting to the highway. Since Kid Pambele boxing has continued 
to have a strong influence in the community, today there are free 
boxing classes offered to Palenquero’s as part of a government run 
program to invest in young boxers with the hope of finding the next 
Kid Pambele. 


In addition to boxing there are soccer games daily of all ages, youth, adolescents and adults with both 
males and females playing separately. Basketball is also more popular in Palenque than in the rest of the 
region. There have been many teams from Palenque over the years that have traveled throughout Bolivar 
to compete in different leagues. Mostly recently the team was involved in a league in San Juan and 
played against other Pueblos including Maria de La Baja, San Juan and Suan. 
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Interview with Boxing Coach Pedro Antonio  

I-Hola gracias por aceptar esta invitación de entrevista. Puedes decir tu nombre completo, edad, y que haces aquí en palenque?

I- Hello thank you for accepting this invitation to interview. Can you say your full name, age and what you do here in Palenque?


P- Ok mi nombre es Pedro Antonio Salina mi posición es en educación física entrenador de boxeo. Principalmente trabajo con 
niños de diez a dieciséis anos  
P- Okay my name is Pedro Antonio Salina my position is in physical education the boxing coach. Mainly I work with kids from ten 
to sixteen years old. 


I-Antes de comenzabas en esta posición, eras un boxeador claro?  
I-Before you started in this position, you were a boxer correct? 


P- Si era un boxeador, parte de selección de Colombia Boxeo. 
P- Yes I was a boxer, part of the Colombian National Team. 


I -Puedes hablar un poco sobre estés éxitos en boxeo y porque piensas que tenias tantos éxitos? 
I- Can you talk a little about these successes in boxing and why you think you were so successful?


P- En boxea pues seguir un boxeador muy ali para empece con national mayor tercero Centro Americano, secunda Bolviarano 
mucho torneo, participé en torneo en Cuba, Mexico, Venezuela varios participants tener different girar de preparación, competitiva.  
P-In boxing the follow a boxer very *** I started with the older national team, thirteenth in Central America, second in Bolivar, many 
tournaments, I participated in tournaments in Cuba, Mexico, Venezuela with many participants that had different forms of 
preparation and levels of competition. 


I- Pues porque piensas que tenias estés éxitos? 
I-So why do you think you had these successes? 
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P- yo creo que es porque yo comencé de niño, mi papa era entrenador de boxeo también en este momento no los entrar la 
selección de Colombia. Yo creo que una de las cosas que he tenido éxitos creo que la fundación, como te enseñe como uno va 
superando de tampon entonces en este momento estoy tratando a hacer este con los niños acá. Entonces todo que he aprendido 
y todo que me enseñe estoy enseñando a los niños en este momento.  
P- I believe that is it because I started as a boy, my dad was a boxing coach also, during this time they did not put me on the 
Colombian national team. I think that the things I had successes in I believe is the foundation, how you teach, how one will over 
come the buffers so now I am trying to do this with my kids here.  So everything I was learned and everything that was taught to 
me I am teaching the kids here now. 


I- Cuando empezaste este trabajo con los niños aquí?  
I- When did you start this work with the children here?


P- Realmente yo no tenia la cuestión de comenzar con los niños, lo que pase que tuve un lesion tengo una hernia discal que me 
impedí hacer ejercicios de rectormiento como lo hacia antes. Entonces yo creo que este esto me llamo mucho la atención y seguir 
dejar el boxeo por la practicaba entonces me di que hay estudio e enseñar. 
P- Really I didn't have the question of starting with the kids, what happened was I had an injury I have a herniated disk that has 
prevented me from doing exercises and training like I did before. So I think that really got my attention and followed by stopping 
the practice of boxing so I gave myself the chance to study and teach. 


I-Que éxitos has visto con tus estudiantes aquí ahora? 
I-What success has you seen with your students here now? 


P- Con los niños bueno hay niños ahora tenemos unos chicos que ya están llamando por la selección de colombia por había idos 
son suplente por yo creo que en cualquier momento van a llegar la selección colombia y hace y quiero que tenia mucho chicos la 
selección Bolivar y fin de eso ano tener dos o tres campeones national en la categoría junior quince y dieseis años.  
P- With the children, well there are kids that we have now that are already getting the attention of the Colombian National team 
they have gone as alternates but I think in any moment they will arrive for the  National Team of Colombia. This year I want to have 
many kids on the Bolivar team and to finish the year we want two or three national champions in the junior category fifteen to 
sixteen years old. 


I- Y estos son tus metas para mas adelante? 

I- And these are your goals for the future? 


P-Si mas adelante yo quiero que tener mucho en la selección Colombia y sacar otro campeón mundial yo digo en busca de 
Pambele queremos otro Pambelé.

P- Yes in the future I want to have many on the Colombian National Team and take another world championship, I say I am looking 
for Pambelé, we want another Pambelé. 


I- Que activos existan en la comunidad para apoyar y lograr esta meta? 

I- What assets existe in the community to assist and achieve this goal? 


P- Ha sido muy difícil con los institutos de deportes del municipio de Mahates casi nunca se promueva perder con por puesta sin 
dinero. Voy por Iderbol y Iderbol dice que me toca ir a Mahates. Entonces ha sido un choque, entonces voy o no voy casi siempre 
la misma repuesta. Pero yo creo que si estoy siempre tocando la puerta  tatata creo que algún día me van a abrir y me van a apoyar. 
P- It has been very difficult with the sports institutions of the Municipality of Mahates, they almost never support because they say 
they have lost or do not have the money. I go to Iderbol (Bolivar’s deparment run athletics program) and Iderbol says go to 
Mahates. So there is a struggle, do I go, not go, almost always the same response. But I believe that if I keep knocking on the door 
knock-knock I believe that one day they will open for me and they will assist me.  


I- Qual boxeadores o historias de boxeo ha influido tu vida?  
I-Which boxers and stories of boxing have influenced your life? 
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P- Yo creo que aqui en Palenque muchos compañeros, yo creo que bueno nosotros tenemos Pambelé, Kid Pambele hoy por hoy 
todavía mejores boxeadores de Colombia se puede decir mejor deportista de Colombia de todo el tiempo. Yo tengo eso sueno que 
aquí en Palenque tiene que hay mucho mas Pambelé. 
 P- I believe that here in Palenque many of my friends, I also believe that well we have Pambelé, Kid Pambele, today still the best 
Colombian boxer, it can be said the best athlete from Colombia of all time. I have this dream that here in Palenque we have many 
more Pambelés. 


I-Que legado quieres dejar aquí en Palenque?  
I- What legacy do you want to leave here in Palenque? 


P- Mi abuelo decía que “No le sirve a las otras personas no sirve para vivir.” Entonces yo creo que mas que eso, de enseñar de 
boxeo, también ensenarle comenzamos por la gestión de lectura, ayudarles con la parte de vivir bien.  Estamos buscando una 
psicóloga y habla con los chicos y mas que tener campeón mundial yo creo que a tener buenas personas a formar los niños bien y 
eso es un trabajo duro. Yo quiero que dejar un marca tengo que manejar que los niños crecen y decir “gracias mi profesor yo 
aprendi muchas cosas, a gracias mi profesor soy campeón mundial.” Entonces tengo eso conocimiento  especialmente por los 
chicos acá.  
P- My grandpa used to say “Those that don’t serve other people do not serve to live.” So I think more than this, teaching boxing, 
to also teach them starting with management of reading, help them with living well. We are looking for a physiologist to speak with 
the children. More important than having a world champion I believe is to have good people, to form children well and this is hard 
work. I want to leave a mark that I manage the kids to grow up well and say “thank you my teacher I learned many things, thank 
you my teacher I am a world champion boxer.” So I have this thinking especially for the children here. 


Opportunity with the Boxing Class

After speaking with Pedro Antonio Salina about his ambitions and future hopes for his boxing class I 
have found an opportunity to work with him as part of a secondary project. Pedro wants to increase the 
number of children in both his afternoon and morning classes and expand past just teaching boxing. He 
also hopes to include girls to help empower them and give them the same opportunity that all of the 
boys in the community have. He occasionally trains women in the community who are looking for a 
workout class however he wants to find younger girls that are interested in boxing as a competitive sport 
and simultaneously want to learn other life skills. 


Although the target age group Pedro is searching for (10-12) is a little young to be learning 
entrepreneurship and financial management I believe I can use this as a chance to teach life skills that 
will help them become community leaders. In addition Pedro has asked that teach them chess (one of 
my personal passions) as a way to help them work on their critical thinking skills. As Pedro explained 
during his interview he has be knocking on both the door of the mayors office in Mahates and the head 
of Bolivars sports department Iderbol in Cartagena in order to obtain more resources to be able to 
provide classes for larger groups of students and include themes outside of boxing. 


Another idea that Pedro has come up with an entrepreneurial theme is to work with tour guides and add 
the boxing gym as a major point of interest. Currently many of the tour guides come to the front of the 
gym to take pictures with the statue of Antonio Cervantes Reyes “Kid Pambelé” however he hopes to 
add a little more by inviting them into the gym where they can learn a little about boxing. In doing this he 
will have the chance to explain the importance of boxing in the Palenquero community and ask for 
donations that will go to providing resources for the children in his boxing classes. I see this as a win-win 
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opportunity as I know many of the tourists would be very interested in learning more about the boxing 
culture thus improving the quality of the tour given by tour guides and helping Pedro achieve his goals of 
creating a multifaceted boxing class to develop not only good boxers but also good people. 


Technology and Resources  
The Plaza is the most utilized and well known resource in the community. It was reconstructed in 2013 
and hosts most of the major events that take place annually in Palenque. In addition it is home the statue 
of Benkos Bioho where tourists come to take iconic photos with Benkos who is yelling, pointing towards 
Africa, and breaking the chains on his arms representing freedom from the bonds of slavery. In addition 
there is a court used from basketball and soccer daily located in front of the boxing gym that has two 
sides. One for lifting weights and another for boxing training with a full sized boxing ring and other 
equipment used to train boxers. The Casa de Cultura is another resource that the community uses come 
together. There is am open space great for hosting large meetings and cultural events as well as many 
offices one that includes a recoding studio to aid in the formation and creation of music in Palenque. 
However San Basilio de Palenque is lacking consistent reception and internet access. The most popular 
providers for cell phone services are Tigo and Claro and both suffer from frequent outages of service and 
data. In addition there does not seem to be any reliable access to wifi connection outside of using a 
cellular device as a remote hotspot furthermore the Punto Vive Digital appears to be nothing more than a 
phone booth. 


Economic Environment  
There are five main sources of income that dominate the economic landscape of San Basilio de 
Palenque.


Dairy Farms  
Surrounding the 7km road that enters Palenque are very simple dairy farms. 
These farms are open pastures of cows that are free to roam in large 
enclosed areas. Early in the morning the farmers milk these cows by hand 
and sell the resulting milk to companies outside of Palenque. 


Dulces  
The iconic image found all over Cartagena of women selling coconut candies out of buckets on the tops 
of their heads wearing colorful dresses originated in San Basilio de Palenque. Historically these women 
would leave their homes for extended periods of time to sell their 
sweets made from coconut, sugar, brown sugar, sesame, and papaya 
to generate income for their families. These venders are said to be the 
first women business owners of Colombia. Although presently many 
of the venders live in Cartagena but there are still some women who 
keep the tradition of living in Palenque, making their sweets at home 
and occasionally leaving to sell in Cartagena. However due to the 
saturation of venders in Cartagena and disadvantage due to costs of 
transportation many of the Palenquera venders have turned to the 
influx of tourists as their primary customers. Without access to capital, 
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financial institutions, and a culture of savings many of these women struggle to acquire the funds 
needed to buy the raw materials and make their sweets. 


Savings Group Opportunity 

Originally I reached out to a few of the individual women offering to help them in creating budgets and 
looking at their business in a formal manner examining costs and income. However I did not receive 
much interest. That being said many of the women would ask me for loans promising to pay me back 
and even offering interest. After I explained to them that I am not a bank, I offered the tools of 
community savings groups and some of the women showed some interest. However one of the key 
issues halting this is that many of the women work in competition. But to counter this argument I have 
come up with a solution that they could use the Community Savings Group to buy more ingredients 
wholesale (as many of them use the same supplier already) ideally lowering the cost of good for each 
women. The women do have an association called Asopraduse which according to their sign has 
worked with USAID in the past although I am not sure how active they are currently. This is a group that I 
will continue to learn about and pitch Community Savings Groups to. 





Farming 
Since its founding farming has been an important aspect in sustaining the lives 
and economy of San Basilio de Palenque. The most important crops cultivated 
include corn, ñame, plantains, and yuca however there are many seasonal crops 
including papaya, coconut, mango, guayaba, tree tomatoes, peanuts and many 
more. Many of these crops are sold directly here in the community or used 
directly by the farmers families. However some of the produce is sold in nearby 
pueblos Malagana, Gambote, and some makes its way to the larger market of 
Cartagena. The farms are in the mountains right outside the village and many 
farmers travel on horse or donkey to reach there farmers and return with their 
crops. The farming system is based on individually owned plots of land that farms 
can harvest themselves often passed down from family members. 


Motos 
An important source of income for men in Palenque is driving mototaxis to take people to and from the 
highway. As noted in the transportation section aside from the two daily trips of the bus takes to 
Cartagena the only consistent way in and out is the use of a mototaxi that costs 3.000 COP each way. 
The drivers can be found waiting in the Plaza for those looking to leave and at the entrance alongside 
the highway. 
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Tourism  
With the UNESCO World Heritage Site recognition in 
2006 San Basilio de Palenque has seen a tremendous 
boost in tourism both national and international. Daily 
there are international tourists that from Cartagena 
looking for day trips to learn about the history of this 
Maroon society. Furthermore there are many large 
student groups that come from all over Colombia for 
field trips with their classes so they can get a better 
understanding of the Palenquero community. This 
influx of outsiders presents a tremendous opportunity 
for economic growth as they bring money from 
outside of the community in. Tours range in price from 
around 50.000-150.000 COP per person depending on the services need by the group and the number 
of people within the group. One of the largest expenses is private transportation into Palenque (usually 
from Cartagena). This cost alone covers 25-50% of the tour fee depending on the size of the group, time 
of year and where the tourists are staying. The tours last 3-4 hours but very in structure although all of 
them go to the main points of interest and include lunch if the tourists desire. 

The structure of the tourism industry is very informal, however there are three tour guides that have 
legalized their business and others in the process. There is fierce competition among tour guides to find 
tourists daily, although each have their own connections to put tourists in contact with them. 
Furthermore there are a few tour guides with moderate English speaking abilities that give them the 
upper hand when dealing with international tourists that don't speak Spanish. That being said some of 
the tour guides have contacts that will provide them with translators however this lowers there bottom 
line as they must pay someone to translate for them. Although the idea has been talked about among 
the tour guides no formal group or association exists to unite them or allow space to regulate and handle 
issues as they arise. 

The majority of the tourists come for only day trips however there are a few places that tourists can stay 
if they choose to spend the night. A few of the residents rent out bedrooms to travelers and there is one 
hostel like business that operates on the occasion that someone is looking for a place to stay. In addition 
there is a Hotel San Basilio de Palenque however it is located on the highway about 8km from San 
Basilio de Palenque. This Hotel has many amenities including a pool, library, wifi, meal services, and 
many rooms. Prices run about 100.000COP per night for a room and transportation to Palenque takes 
ten minutes and costs 3.000 by motorcycle. 


Opportunity in Tourism 

I have identified tourism as the fastest growing and best opportunity for economic growth in San Basilio 
de Palenque and I believe that is hasn't come close to reaching its potential. According to the 
Colombian Trade Ministry tourism in Colombia is growing at nearly 15% which is triple the world average 
at a little less than 5%. Even more important is that Cartagena is Colombias second biggest destination 
for foreigners only behind the capital Bogota. According to their numbers 71.5% of the visitors that 
come to Colombia come as tourists, and as tourists they are coming looking for tours and days trips. In 
Cartagena there hundreds of hotels, hostels, Airbnbs, and travel agencies that offer tourists suggested 
day trips to places like Playa Blanca Barú, Islas de Rosario, Castillo San Felipe, Volcán Del Totumo, Isla 
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Múcura and many more. However after surveying many of the hostels and larger tour agencies I didn't 
find any that offer trips to Palenque and very few that even have a contact to find a tour. 


The opportunity that I see for tour guides that will add tremendous demand to their business is to 
increase advertising and partnerships with other tourist focused businesses in Cartagena. The biggest 
challenges that tour guides face in creating these partnerships is that the other businesses they partner 
with will require that they are legally recognized by the Colombian government and this is an expensive 
process. One solution I have offered is that tour guides could work together combining their businesses 
thus lowering the cost per person of legalizing their business. Although some guides have found this to 
be an intriguing offer others are too focused on the competition in the industry as it stands and do not 
want to share their contacts and clients with other guides. However I believe that my proposed idea of 
increasing advertising and partnerships will increase the demand to the extent that every guide will 
receive increased business even if they are sharing leads. Many of the tourists that I have come in 
contact with have found their tours through obscure blogs online, facebook groups, and through active 
online research. Needless to stay as it stand now tourists coming to Palenque are actively searching for 
this opportunity and not being sold on it like many of the other day trips from Cartagena that currently 
have much higher demand. 


I believe that by working together either creating combined businesses or at the least an association 
they will be able to increase their incomes individually as well as benefit the rest of the community 
including women selling candy, the restaurants, hostel, potential boxing gym, musicians, tiendas, moto 
drivers, artisans, and everyone sells any product or service in Palenque. 


Other Businesses  
Some of the more permanent businesses include tiendas, a ferriteria, four restaurants, various 
Estaderos, and two pharmacies. The tiendas are small shops that sell most of the food that is consumed 
in Palenque as well as household necessities, snacks, and other personal use items. These tiendas are 
plentiful and scarred throughout Palenque with a relatively similar selection although some are a bit 
larger than others. The ferriteria is home needs and improvement store of sorts that sells things ranging 
from fans, trash cans, Tupperware to barbed wire and construction materials. The restaurants are rarely 
used by Palenqueros but serve as places for visitors to eat especially during some of the busier holidays. 
During the normal weeks it is common that they will be closed since they are do not stay very busy. The 
Estaderos are most busy during the weekend however at any time during the week there are men 
playing dominos out front. During the weekend they sell cold beer and play loud music that rings through 
the Pueblo often competing in volume levels with the nearest Estadero.
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Conclusions   
Over the course of a three month observation period I have seen many opportunities to work to aid in 
the economic development of San Basilio de Palenque. Despite the abundance of cultural and natural 
resources Palenqueros continue to live without access to economic opportunity and the chance to better 
the quality of their lives. My goals over the course of my service is to increase opportunities for 
sustainable and community building work that provides stable income. I plan to do this through formal 
and informal education, business advising, creating community savings groups, and connecting 
community members to the resources they have available to them. 


As an active member of the sports community in Palenque I have built relationships with the basketball 
team, boxing professor, and soccer coach. As a member and coach of the basketball team I regularly 
meet with a diverse age group of boys and men that all have had difficulties in attending our games due 
to the cost of travel. In fact the last two games of our season were only attended by five players out of 
twelve due to travel costs. Moreover I have identified this to be a group that would benefit from a 
community savings group. If each member of the team is able to save a few thousand COP per week 
they will not only be able to ensure that they have the capital to travel for games but also invest in other 
team needs. 


My relationships with both the boxing and soccer coach give me access to even more youth both male 
and female. I intend to work with both coaches as they have goals of teaching their students more than 
sports but also important life skills such as personal money management.


My work in the school with the final two grades tenth and eleventh will focus on incorporating financial 
literacy and entrepreneurial principles into their technical agricultural projects. As of now I have an 
agreement in place with the school to attend and offer classes three times a week to these groups of 
students. 


Due to the trend of increasing tourism in this UNESCO World Heritage Site there is a tremendous 
opportunity to capitalize on the influx of money that coming from outside the community. Tourism 
provides the chance to stimulate the entire community but I believe that it starts with tour guide business 
owners ability to attract foreigners to visit Palenque. For this I have been and will continue to work with 
individual tour guides in order to build competency and structure to their informal businesses. Although I 
will remain hands off I will offer advice and act as a bridge connecting tour guides with the intention of 
lowering competition and increasing cooperation to help the communities economy as a whole. 


With the amount of international tourism in Palenque there is a need for English speaking tour guides. I 
have translated many tours however my long term goal is to work with some in creating a guide 
completely in English so they can practice and eventually give guides autonomously in English. In order 
to do this I have been offering English classes to the community in the afternoons and evenings to those 
interested in learning English to help their businesses. Although this is more of a secondary project, it 
has been a great success because learning English for many of these individuals is more than a personal 
interest but also in their best economic interest as well. 
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